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Description Description Forest River Aurora travel trailer 31KDS highlights: Rear Kitchen
Queen Bed Outside Kitchen Exterior Storage Outside Shower The chef will love
cooking in the rear kitchen of this travel trailer! You will feel right at home in the
front private bedroom with the 60" x 74" queen bed slide across from a dresser
and a front closet that has an area prepped for an optional washer and dryer.
There is an optional fireplace and entertainment center in the living area in by the
two recliner lounge chairs and the 68" sofa next to the 45" booth dinette. Stay
clean and fresh with the 36" x 30" shower pan with a skylight above for natural
lighting as you get ready in the full bathroom. The 21' electric awning has
multicolor lights for you to choose your favorite color as you enjoy a refreshing
beverage from the mini fridge! Comfortability, usability, and quality is what you
will find in each one of these Forest River Aurora travel trailers, toy haulers or
destination trailers! They are designed with a superior build and packed full with
industry leading, functional, and distinctive standard features. SolidStep entrance
steps and a Safe-T rail door assist on main entry door to help you safely enter and
exit the unit. The diamond plate rock guard will protect your unit from road debris
and the nitrogen filled radial tires , which keep their pressure longer, offer better
fuel economy. You will also find upgraded JBL Elite exterior speakers outside, an
electric awning with multicolor lights and remote , plus flush mount baggage
doors for easy packing. The interiors are beautifully designed with a deep
undermount farm style sink, stainless steel appliances , and linoleum flooring
throughout which will be easy to clean. Come find your favorite model today!
Sleeps 6 Slideouts 0

0 mi
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2024 Forest River Aurora 31KDS $36,194
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 102-T78583
VIN Number: 5ZT2ARWB2RX030462
Condition: New

Item address 1200 Southwestern BLVD, 14224, West Seneca, New York, United States
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